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Abstract—In this paper we present a new packet
scheduling method based on parallel usage of multiple
WRR schedulers, rate limiters and output bandwidth
calculation for modern NGN networks. The main idea of
the presented method is to provide queueing fairness
within queues. The method provides the same results in
output bandwidth allocation as the compared algorithm,
while within one queue flows with different packet size
and arrival rates gets the same output bandwidth. With
this method we are able to achieve the overall result of
bandwidth assignment as algorithms like WRR, WFQ,
WRRPQ and LLQ by only changing the mathematical
model used to calculate the bandwidth assignment. We
call this method Weighted Round Robin and Rate Limiter
based Fair Queuing (WRRRLbFQ). We prove the model
outcome with simulation results using NS2 simulator and
compare the behavior with the WRR scheduler.

packet size. In this algorithm we use the mathematical
models for bandwidth allocation calculation.
The next sections of the paper are structured as
following. First the Weighted Round Robin (WRR)
algorithm is presented. The third section presents the
model used to calculate the output bandwidth assigned to
individual priority queues. In the fourth section the new
scheduling method WRRRLbFQ is presented followed by
simulations demonstrating the behavior and proving our
assumptions.

Index Terms—QoS, delay, throughput, WRR, queuing
fairness, WRRRLbFQ.

A. Weighted Round Robin

I. INTRODUCTION
The current trends in telecommunication infrastructure
with packet oriented networks, brings up the question of
supporting Quality of Service (QoS). Methods, that are
able to assign priorities to flows or packets and then
service them differently according to their needs in
network nodes, were proposed for the demands of QoS
support. Queue Scheduling Discipline (QSD) algorithms
are responsible for choosing packets to output from
queues. They are designed to divide the output capacity
fairly and optimal. Algorithms that are able to make this
decision according to priorities are the basic component
of modern QoS supporting networks [1], [2], [3].
Our previous research showed that most of the
common used algorithms provide only fairness in the
output allocation between queues. The fairness in the
queue is mostly not taken into account. We also
concentrated our research on finding a mathematical
model to predict the bandwidth assignment of QSD
algoritnms like WFQ [4], [5], WRR[6][4], LLQ [7] and
WRRPQ [8] based on average packet size and arrival
rates of different priority flows. We will present a new
scheduling method named WRRRLbFQ where the
waiting packets are scheduled in one queue based on their
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II. QUEUE SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
In this section we will briefly introduce the WRR
scheduling as this algorith is the base of our new
algorithm and we will use it as reference to compare the
results of WRRRLbFQ with.

Round Robin is a well-known QSD and also used for
process sharing in operation systems. It assigns to each
queue equal service based on number of packets without
priorities and calculation of packet size. Therefore are RR
based algorithms more suitable for ATM networks with
constant packet-size.
WRR [6] extends the RR algorithm [9] by a possibility
to assign different weights to queues. It allows
differentiating in service class handling. Packets are first
classified into service classes and assigned to specified
queues. Each queue is visited by the scheduler and
packets are sent from the queue.
There are two ways how to implement different
weights for queues [10]:
Sending multiple packets during one visitation of the
scheduler. The number of packets corresponds with
assigned weight.
Multiple visits of the scheduler according to the weight
of service class.
WRR queuing can be implemented in hardware, so it
has lower computing requirements and can be used in
high-speed nodes in network. The visitation and choosing
packets for output from each queue ensures all services to
get some portion of the output capacity. It prevents
starvation.
The output capacity is allocated according to number
of packets. Their size is not calculated. This means only
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rough control over the output bandwidth allocated to each
queue.
When one queue is empty, WRR divides the bandwidth
allocated to that queue is divided to the remaining queues
according to their weights.

In these two cases, the bandwidth assignment is
finished in the first iteration step. No unused bandwidth
needs to be divided between other queues. A queue gets
the bandwidth which it needs (1) or the proportion of
bandwidth based on the WRR rules (2):

The WRRRLbFQ algorithm uses this bandwidth
allocation model already presented in [11]. In general,
WRR and some other scheduling algorithms like WFQ,
WF2Q+, etc. allocate bandwidth by dividing it between
service classes or waiting queues according to assigned
weights. The sharing of unused bandwidth is allowed and
is divided between the other queues again according to
assigned weights.
A. Definitions and notations
We assume a network node with P priority classes or
waiting queues. Each queue i has a weight wi assigned.
Packets, with the mean packet size Li, enter the queue
with the arrival rate i. The total available output
bandwidth T will be divided between the priority classes
an each of them will get Bi.
For the bandwidth calculation an iterative method will
be used. The k-th iteration of Bi will be noted as Bi,k.
B. Bandwidth allocation model
Each of our inputs will produce a mean traffic volume
which is equal to:
.

We have to analyze all possible situations which can
occur to correctly describe the algorithm mathematically.
We will use an iterative method for description of the
algorithm mentioned above.
Let us take a look at the possible situations that can
appear in the first step of bandwidth allocation. The WRR
algorithm works at the principle that a number of packets
represented by the weight value is sent at once to output
and assigns to each queue a part of the output bandwidth
according to assigned weight and average packet length
in proportion to other queues:

 i Li  Bi , k  1 .
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(7)
The equation (7) will be used for calculation of all
other iterations from k=2 to k=P. The calculation has to
stop after all bandwidth requirements of the queues are
met and otherwise it leads to division by zero. The
conditions for the termination of the calculations are:




.

(3)

The second option is that each queue is satisfied with
the assigned bandwidth. In this case:
∑

)∑

The whole output bandwidth is already distributed
between the queues:
,

(8)

(2)

The first possibility is that each queue gets and uses
this bandwidth. No additional sharing of unused
bandwidth will occur. This will happen if:
∑

(6)

If the queues bandwidth requirements are met, the
result of (6) will be zero. On the other hand a positive
number indicates that the queue needs more bandwidth.
This will help us to identify the requirements.
The reallocation of the unused capacity will be done
only between the queues which bandwidth requirements
are not satisfied until all capacity is divided or all queue
requirements met and can take P-1 steps in the worst case.
The next iterative step can be written as following:

∑
∑

(5)

This equation (5) represents also our first iteration step.
If the conditions (3) or (4) are not met, we have to
calculate the next iteration steps. This means some
queues need more bandwidth than assigned using the
equation (2) and some other use only (1) of the
bandwidth and the rest is unused and can be shared. We
will reassign the unused bandwidth only between the
queues which requirements are not satisfied. The queues
that do not need more bandwidth can be identified as
following:

(1)

.

.

∑

III. WRR BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION MODEL

(4)

or all the requirements of the queues are satisfied:
.

(9)

These conditions are also met if during the next
iteration no redistribution of bandwidth occurs:
.

(10)

IV. WEIGHTED ROUND ROBIN AND RATE LIMITER BASED
FAIR QUEUING MODEL PROPOSAL
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We propose this new queue scheduling algorithm
Weighted Round Robin and Rate Limiter based Fair
Queuing (WRRRLbFQ) to overcome the issues with
fairness inside of queues by packet scheduling [12]. The
new algorithm will provide not only fairness in the
bandwidth assignment between priority queues but also to
provide fair bandwidth allocation inside of the queues.
The scheduling algorithm will use the models mentioned
in the chapter 3. and several parallel steps. Some of these
logical blocks can be implemented in hardware and this
will give us a possibility to implement this algorithm also
with low computing requirements what can be used in
nowadays high-speed networks. The scheme of this
algorithm is shown in Fig.1.
The packets entering the network node are at the first
step classified in the Classifier 1 and divided according to
priority and send to the next step.
In the second step the packets are divided in the
Classifiers 2 using the packet size. We will use several
limits of packet size to divide the packets to the next step
(e.g. packets between 0 and 200B; 200-800B; 8001200B).
At this level the traffic parameters are measured. The
measured values are used as an input for the bandwidth
allocation models presented in the previous chapter. If we
will simulate the WRR algorithm we need to measure
packet size and input rate of the different priority queues.
To achieve the bandwidth allocation as the WFQ
algorithm would do, it is enough to measure only the
input bandwidth of the queues and use this as an input for
the models.
At the third step the actual WRRRLbFQ algorithm
starts. Here the first scheduling is done with WRR
algorithm. The packets entering one of the schedulers are
all of the same priority and divided into input queues
according to packet size. The weights of the scheduler are
fixed and provide fair output bandwidth assignment
between flows with bigger packet size and small packet
size. A more detailed view of the scheduling logic is
shown in Fig.2. Here an example with 3 priority queues
and 3 packet size levels is shown.
The fourth step in the diagram in Fig.1. represents the
rate limiter. For example Token Bucket can be used to
limit the output bandwidth of the scheduler from the
previous step. The rate limit of the limiters is calculated
using the results of the measuring in step II and the
bandwidth allocation models. These rate limiters do the
actual bandwidth distribution between the queues.
The final step is a simple Round Robin scheduler also
FIFO can be used. This step is here only to do the parallel
to serial conversion of the packets in the system.

V. SIMULATIONS
To prove and demonstrate the behaviour of
WRRRLbFQ model we used simulations in the NS2
simulation software (version 2.29) [13] with DiffServ4NS
patch [14].
Many simulations were done under different conditions.
The presented results were chosen to show the different
Copyright © 2015 MECS
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situations in that the model fills the gap between the
current scheduling algorithms.
In the simulations we used a simple network model
shown in Fig.3. The nodes 1 - 3 generate the traffic and
send it to nodes 6-8. Between nodes 4 and 5 is the
bottleneck of the network where we measure delay and
throughput. In node 4 we apply our WRRRLbFQ
algorithm and also the classical WRR to compare the
results. We will measure throughput and delay at node 4.
Some parameters will be same for all four simulation
scenarios. We will use 3 packet size classes to classify the
packets in the second step of our scheduler. The first
packet size interval will be 0 – 200 B. The second
interval will be 201 – 800 B and the third for all packets
larger than 800 B. The simulations will last 20s. The
weight settings used for the rate limit calculation and also
for the reference model are in all simulations 4, 2 and 1.
The queue size is unlimited so no packet loss will occur
and the delay can rise to infinite values.
A. Simulation I.
In this simulation we used deterministic traffic sources
with fixed packet length and constant input rates to easier
model and explain the behaviour of the proposed model.
We will use only 3 traffic sources in this simulation. The
first traffic attached to node 1 transmits short packets
with packet size 100 B and the arrival rate of 1000
packet/s. To the second node the traffic with packet size
500 B and arrival rate of 200 packet/s. The last traffic
source has a packet size of 1500 B and a packet interval
of 15 ms what equals to an arrival rate of 66.667 packet/s.
All the traffic sources generate a traffic rate of 0.8 Mbps.
The link between node 4 and 5 has a capacity of 1.2
Mbps assigned. Using the model in chapter 3. we get a
bandwidth assignment for WRR of 0.16552, 0.41379 and
0.62069 Mbps. These bandwidths are used as the rate
limit in step 4. of our algorithm.
The throughput for this simulation is shown in Fig. 4.
and delay in Fig. 5. As we can see the results for both
WRR and WRRRLbFQ are the same. This is caused by
packets of only one size entering the same queue and
therefore they are all served by WRRRLbFQ in the same
way as for WRR.
B. Simulation II.
In this simulation we use the same settings as in
Simulation 1. We add only a second flow to the highest
priority with packet size 1500 B and an arrival rate of
66.667 packet/s. This source also generates traffic of
0.8 Mbps as the other sources in the simulation. We will
set the rate limiters to 0.27692, 0.36923 and
0.55385 Mbps as a result of the model presented in
chapter 3.
We can observe the throughput of this simulation in
Fig. 6. and the delay in Fig. 7.
As we can see also in this simulation the throughput
and delay of WRR and WRRRLbFQ is the same for both
algorithms. This is due to the same traffic generated by
both flows entering the first priority queue.
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Fig. 1. WRRRLbFQ model proposal
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enters a queue with smaller packets of lower rate. We will
again use the same settings as Simulation 1., but we add a
flow to the highest priority queue with a packet size of
1500 B and an arrival rate of 1000 packet/s what
represents the generated traffic of 12 Mbps. Due to this
settings the rate limiters are set to 0.67368, 0.21053 and
0.31579 Mbps.
We can see the different behaviour of throughput in
Fig. 8. and delay in Fig. 9. For classical WRR we can see
the high priority flow with short packets gets only limited
output bandwidth (approx. 0.042 Mbps) while the flow
with longer packets consumes almost all bandwidth
assigned to this queue (approx. 0.63 Mbps). The delay in
this case is equal for both flows as all the packets wait
only in one queue. This could be inacceptable for short
VoIP packets while the disrupter who changed priority
e.g. for his P2P data transfer to high priority can still
transmit with higher bandwidth.
When we now observe the behaviour of WRRRLbFQ
we can see that both long and short packet transmit at the
same bandwidth while the delay of shorter packet has
significantly lower delay as for the long.

WRRRLbFQ

B~

WRR

Rate limiter
100

Priority
2

B~

w1 =

10
500 B ~ w2=2
=1
~ w3
0B
100

WRR

Rate limiter

RR

Rate limiter
100
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3

B~
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500 B ~ w2=2
=1
~ w3
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Fig. 2. WRRRLbFQ example with 3 priorities
1

5

0

2

Bottleneck

4

6

3

D. Simulation IV.

7
100 Mbit/s

100 Mbit/s

Fig. 3. Simulation model

C. Simulation III.
The previous two simulations proved that our
algorithm is consistent with the classical WRR. , if the
traffic flows, entering a queue, have the same packet size
or input rate.
This simulation will show the benefit of WRRRLbFQ
when a traffic with large packets and high input rate
Copyright © 2015 MECS

In this simulation we will not use D/D traffic sources
but we will switch to M/M/1 traffic. We will assign to
each priority 3 flows. The first flow transmits shorter
packets with mean packet size 100 B, the second flow
transmits medium packets with mean size of 500 B and
the last flow generates long packets with mean size 1000
B. Each of the nine traffic sources transmits with the
inter-packet interval of 5 ms what is equal to a packet
arrival rate of 200 packets/s.
Measuring the input rates of the individual priorities
and using the model proposed in Section 3 we calculated
the rate limits as following: 1.71357, 0.83583 and
0.45023
Mbps.
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Due to the rough differentiation of packet sizes used in
our simulation we also measured the mean packet size for
long, medium and short packets and adopted the weight
settings of the WRR schedulers to 25, 5 and 1.
In Fig. 10, Fig. 12 and Fig. 14. we can see the
comparison of throughput for different priorities. The
throughputs shown for both algorithms (WRR and
WRRRLbFQ) are calculated as an average of 10
simulations. In Fig. 11., Fig. 13. and Fig. 15. the delay is
shown for the individual priorities. For technical reasons
the graphs for delay are only for one simulation.
In this graph we can observe the difference between
WRR and WRRRLbFQ. In all graphs for WRR the
smaller packets get significantly less output bandwidth as
long packets. Using WRRRLbFQ all packets (long,
medium, short) get the same output bandwidth.
When observing the delay of WRR we can see that all
packets get the same delay in one priority. This is due to
that all packets wait in the same queue and within the
queue are served as for FIFO.
For WRRRLbFQ the delay of short packets in the
highest priority is lower than the delay values of longer
packets. In all simulations small packets get lower delay
as medium size packets and the long packets which
transport mostly data have the highest value of delay but
this is acceptable for data.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
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We presented a new scheduling model based on
parallel usage of multiple WRR schedulers, rate limiters
and bandwidth allocation calculation in IP based NGN
networks. The output of the model in case of flows with
same packet size or arrival rate is the same as for the
WRR scheduler. When flows with higher input rate and
larger packets enter the queue they are not proffered and
get the same output as flows with lower input rate and
small packets. This behaviour can help us to guarantee
QoS parameters to voice traffic contains small packets
even if somebody manipulates the flows and transmits
high volume data traffic with high priority.
The method with parallel queues with different packet
sizes can provide in-queue fairness at cost of packet
reorder but this negative effect can be handled by
protocols of higher layers.
The functionality of this model was presented on four
different examples using simulations in the NS2 software
for both D/D/1 and M/M/1 input traffics and compared
with the results of WRR scheduler.
We will further investigate the behaviour of the
proposed WRRRLbFQ model and compare the behaviour
under different conditions and also apply this algorithm
to the results of different scheduling algorithms like
Weighted Fair Queuing or WRRPQ (Weighted Round
Robin with Priority queuing) and the time period between
bandwidth calculations will be analyzed.
We will also focus our research on enhancing the
model described in section III. for finite queues.

Fig. 4. Simulation 1: Throughput

Fig. 5. Simulation 1: Delay
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Fig. 6. Simulation 2: Throughput

Fig. 7. Simulation 2: Delay

Fig. 8. Simulation 3: Throughput
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Fig. 9. Simulation 3: Delay

Fig. 10. Simulation 4: Throughput of priority 1

Fig. 11. Simulation 4: Delay of priority 1
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Fig. 12. Simulation 4: Throughput of priority 2

Fig. 13. Simulation 4: Delay of priority 2

Fig. 14. Simulation 4: Throughput of priority 3
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Fig. 15. Simulation 4: Delay of priority 3
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